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Success; where do you find it? 
 

You always hear about those lucky few whose dreams come true; having a great life, being 

confident in any situation, having a successful business or becoming a millionaire. “If only I 

had their life” “if only I was as lucky as they have been” “why does it always happen to 

someone else?” one of the most common lines I often hear, which quickly becomes a 

limiting belief is “It wouldn’t work if I tried it” If this was you, how would you change this 

limiting belief to a new positive belief? Think back to our previous limiting belief exercise.  

How Others Become Successful 
 

Most successful people have had to make mistakes, get things wrong and face their lowest 

ebb before they break through to success. If you think you only have one chance and you 

get it wrong, you will extinguish the flame of your dream. Successful people don’t see 

mistakes as a failure, but as part of the learning process. 

3 Case Studies for Business Success: 

  

 Started working when he was 9 years old and became the founder of the famous 
brand “Heinz”.  

 From an early age, Henry helped his mother sell vegetables from their back garden 
and generated new custom by knocking on neighbour’s doors to offer a selection of 
vegetables from his wheelbarrow.  

 In the 1860s Heinz founded the Heinz Noble & Company with L.C. Noble, selling – 
horseradish. After a few years the company faced ruin and Heinz declared himself 
bankrupt.  

 By learning from his mistakes Henry along with his family was able to take the 
company in a different direction, established under the new name of H&J Heinz in 
1869.  
By continuing to strive for success and being innovative in his approach Heinz was 
able to create Tomato Ketchup, 12 million bottles of which are sold throughout the 
world each year.  

Henry J. Heinz 
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 This was the base of the worldwide company which today turns over more than $10 

billion per year and employs over 30,000 people.  

                                                                                                         

 One of the most famous names worldwide – Disney was multi talented as a film 
producer, director, screenwriter, voice actor, animator, entrepreneur, entertainer, 
international icon.  

 How did it all start? After WW1 Disney set up a Company with cartoonist friend Ubbe 
Iwwerks which collapsed as quickly as it had begun.  

 Following this in 1922 Disney gave it another shot and formed ‘Laugh-O-Gram Films’ 
which was also declared bankrupt before Disney had a chance to finish the 
company’s production of “Alice in Wonderland”.  

 Undeterred Disney made his way to Hollywood to find success as a film director 
however this also failed to work out for Disney.  

 Finally Disney decided to seek support from those closer to home as he asked his 
brother to finance the costs of setting up a studio, this became the Disney Brothers 
Cartoon Studio, the company was reincorporated as Walt Disney Productions in 
1929.  

 The studio grew and Disney hired more staff with the success of the production of 
Oswald the Lucky Rabbit’s. Disney then continued to enjoy this success as he created 
Steamboat Willy and the character Mickey Mouse.  Disney was finally able to realise 
his dream as he started to make full length animated films.  

 This became the basis of the Disney Corporation which today runs many other 

operations besides film making, including 11 Theme Parks around the world. 

   

 Tom grew up in a poor family, the family constantly travelled as Tom’s dad chased 
employment across the USA. Tom has dyslexia and due to travelling with his family 
never spent much time in school.  

Walt Disney 

Tom Cruise 
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 When attending school Tom would be placed in remedial classes and was not an 
academic success.  

 Tom found that he was good at athletics and started to compete in many sports, but 
a knee injury quickly put an end to any dreams of becoming a professional athlete.  

 Having been raised in a religious family, Tom considered priesthood.  After a year in 
a Franciscan Monastery Tom decided the priesthood was not for him. He quit to 
continue his search for what was right for him.  

 Tom’s mother encouraged and supported Tom to pursue a career in acting. With 
Tom’s passion and drive a successful acting career eventually followed. Today, from 
such difficult beginnings, he has reached worldwide recognition and notoriety for his 
acting abilities and achievements.  

These three examples just highlight that most successful people have made mistakes, and 

there is nothing wrong with making mistakes, this is how we naturally learn! Need proof? 

Watch a baby, they crawl about touching everything and putting any object they find 

straight into their mouth, they quickly learn from mistakes, learning what taste nice and 

what doesn’t.  

First you need to really believe that we all learn from making mistakes, making mistakes is 

not a limiting choice, it’s a learning curve.  

I want you to think of 5 events in your life, when you made a mistake and learnt from it. 
Thomas Edison (the inventor of the light bulb) famously said "I have not failed 1,000 times.  
I have successfully discovered 1,000 ways to NOT make a light bulb" 
 
You can use childhood members if you like, but we all know that is an easy way out. Think of 
something more recent, when I do this with coaching clients they all respond with the same 
answer, which I am sure you are telling yourself now “I can’t think of anything” I generally 
just stare at them until they think of something and they all do as you can if you give 
yourself time and search through your memory bank.  
 

Mistake What I learnt From it 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

We need encouragement to learn, when a baby says their first word, we don’t say “no that’s 

not right, you need to pronounce your TH’s” we give praise and encouragement and say 

“well done”  

For some reason, as we turn into young children and teenagers, many parents, adults and 

professionals stop giving us encouragement when you are trying to learn something new 
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and start pointing out our mistakes or telling you that you won’t be able to do “X”! I think 

this is a great shame and one of the main reasons why people feel limited. 

Let me ask you this question, imagine as you go to be bed you wake up in the morning and a 

miracle has happen, no matter what you try you can’t make a mistake, everything you do 

works out better than you would expect! Now this miracle has happened, what will be the 

first 5 things you will do?  

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

 

Great, didn’t that feel good? If you have recorded “big” activities with the common one 

being “I would be a millionaire” break this down into chunks, what would you do to become 

a millionaire? What steps would you take knowing you can’t make a mistake?  

Activity  

Steps 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

 

Confidence... 
When delivering group sessions on Motivation, the conversation of Confidence always arises 

and I often ask “who would like to be a confident person?” and everyone does, I then ask 

“what is confidence?” they answer with many suggestions all resembling “knowing you can 

do X without failing”  

Where does confidence come from? Imagine you felt confident right now; see yourself in 

your mind’s eye being confident, you can remember a past event when you were really 

confident. Step into this image in your mind’s eye, so you can see the event unfolding from 

your own eyes. As you re-live yourself being confident how does it feel? Where does this 

feeling come from? Where does the feeling spread to in your body? Which direction is it 
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heading? How fast or slow is the speed of this feeling? If you could give the feeling a colour, 

what colour would confidence be?  

You have just described confidence in the way you experience it, many of you will after 

completing that exercise will being feeling confident right now.  

I am often told that I am confident, I never know why, before any coaching session or during 

the first 5 minutes before a deliver a group session I don’t feel confidant, I feel nervous and 

scared.  When this happens we naturally decide to FIGHT or FLIGHT? Which do you choice?  

Flight – we all get that urge when confronted with a potentially embarrassing or difficult 

situation to run away from it, this happens from in all areas of our lives from not attending a 

job interview because you don’t want others to know you failed to secure the job to 

delivering large presentations, and I have met people who literally ran away from their 

perceived embarrassing situation.  

Fight – you go for it, many will visualise themselves doing well at the task or activity, or even 

when they feel they may fail they say to themselves “go for it” and jump in feet first which 

can often end with a positive result   

Task; find someone you know who is confident, or watch interviews with sports people on 

YouTube, you will find that most people before a big event feel nervous (at some degree) as 

no one is “confident” constantly, as our emotions change hundreds of times throughout the 

day, as we discussed previously in the section on “How we view the world.” 

As an example let’s look at the emotion happiness, imagine a scale with 0% representing 

unhappy and 100% representing ecstatic happiness - like when you feel after a really funny 

joke or some amazing good news  
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Even the emotion “happiness” feels different deepening on how we feel, which changes 

throughout the day, the truth is no one feels one emotion for long, throughout the day we 

feel a mixture of all emotions at different depths; happiness, anger, relaxed, stress, 

confident, motivated, etc  

Some of us “fight” as we have made a commitment and don’t want to let other down, some 

will “fight” because they can’t see a way out ( to flight) what I and other presenters, coaches 

and sports people do is visualise themselves doing the activity well, when we are at their 

best. Use the image exercise again to visualise yourself doing well in whatever you want to 

achieve, this will increase your confidence and remember having a little apprehension is a 

good thing.  

We will all come across challenging events, which means you can learn how to cope with 

them. Once you know how cope with challenging events, will give you the power to move 

forward with your life helping you overcome any new challenging events using all your 

emotions; confidence and nerves – you need both of these. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Perceived Difficulty; when thinking about your future event, if you perceive the event to be 

to difficulty and you imagine yourself failing due the perceived difficulty you will quickly 

become stressed and anxious, in this state you are probably already packing your bag’s 

getting ready to “flight”  

Resources and Experiences; on the opposite side, you may have completed your activity so 

many times and have all the resources you need, this can lead to you becoming stale, bored 

and careless, this state can lead depression.  

Successful State; we all need a mix of perceived difficulty to keep you on your toes and 

resources and experiences, to back us up. Returning to my own experiences, the nervous I 

feel before stepping out in front of a big audience helps me to stay motivated to deliver 

Perceived Difficulty 

Successful State 

Resources and Experiences 
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sessions without the nervous I would become quickly bored. If the nervousness rises out of 

my comfort zone, I can use my previous experiences to remind me that I get great feedback 

from my course delegates and use exercises that have worked to get my point across. I also 

know I have resources prepared that I can use when needed. Both being nervous and 

prepared helps me stay in the Successful State.  

Next I want you to pick a task, project or mission that you want to do but feel too nervous 

or scared to start: 

Task: 
 
Example: asking x out on a date  
 
 
 
 

 

You first need to appreciate why the task, project and mission makes you scared or nervous  

What Makes Me Nervous  Why Does It Make Me 
Nervous 

What is good About Being 
Feeling Nervous 

 
Example: the thought of 
being turned down 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Example: I don’t want to 
look foolish  
 

 
Example: I feel excited 
about asking x out  
 

 

  

Next you need to think about your resources – this includes your experiences  

What Resources Do You 
Have 

How Can You Use Your 
Resources  

What is Good About 
Knowing You Have 
Resources Available  

 
Example: I have 
previously asked X out, my 
friend x is good at asking 
people out  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Example: I can ask my friend 
what he says, wears, acts 
when he ask people out 
 

 
Example: I feel more 
confident and prepared  
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Now, I’m not saying that because you have resources that you will be able to get a date 

every time you ask someone out, or whatever your task was and that’s good because we 

need to appreciate the benefits of feeling a little nervous and I would add allowing your 

nervousness to stop you trying something is the real crime.  

 we learn from making mistakes and getting things wrong, you can laugh at being 

embarrassed  

What Action Do You Know You Should Now Take? 

 
 

What Pleasure Will You Take From This Action? 

 
 

What Will Happen If You Don’t Follow Through With This Action (Pain)?  

 
 

Quick Task: 

 
Pick three task you know you can’t do, something if you try you will fail and get it wrong 
ending with you feeling a little embarrassed! You can even pick something you can do with a 
friend so you can both look silly and laugh about it together. 
 
Over the next 2 weeks I want you try these task and get the wrong, that’s right I don’t want 
you to master these task and I defiantly don’t want you to pick something that you are good 
at or could be good at (don’t pick anything that could put you in danger) 
 
Here are a few examples my clients have used  
 

o Roller Skating  
o Karaoke 
o Singing out loud in a Public Place 
o Open mic night at a comedy club  
o Juggling  
o Orienteering competition 
o Cake decorating  or cooking  
o Portrait painting  

 
Once you can appreciate You Can get things wrong and learn from these mistakes you will 
also learn to laugh at yourself and this means you will lose any stress you may have about 
making mistakes – you make any experience fun by laughing at it  
 

 

What have you learnt from this section? 
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